Rassharivanie (descaling) - what is it?
Rassharivanie (deschooling) &#8211; little known in our country, the term, but he faced all who took the child from school for home schooling.
Because of this he finds himself in a situation where extrinsic motivation (grades, teacher pressure) disappeared, but a sort of final examination far
ahead.
Rassharivanie called the switching process of motivation from external to internal. After all, young children and later adults learn something new is
not by coercion but out of curiosity. Agree, even adults often make is not because of a desire towards a specific goal, but simply in recreation,
Hobbies. People in any age are the natural and the pure joy of learning. Only from students, unfortunately, often the most jam-Packed.
Theorists rassharivaniya say that children who studied in a regular school, it takes usually one month to one year of training. However, it is not the
law and the duration of this period depends on the General lifestyle in the family, and many other, sometimes temporary, factors. Externally,
rassharivanie looks pretty simple &#8211; devoid of any factors that would motivate learning, people are just not engaged. And doing something
different, something you like is often what he has for many years been forbidden to do. For example, playing computer games.
However, in the way of rassharivaniya students face not only internal affordable essay writers challenges during the restructuring, and the
opposition of parents who, as well not being an experienced organizers of educational environments, often such a manifestation does not
understand, do not perceive and begin to put pressure on children, as well as did the earlier teachers. Such pressure in no way contributes to the
process of &#8220;thaw&#8221; and that only worsens. Together with the relations in the family. Because of this, often say that their
rassharivanie parents must pass on the way to the realization of the purpose of education.
Continuing the theme of parental evolution, we can say that in order to fully get rassharivanie is necessary to realize that for the successful existence
in the modern world less and less necessary becomes the "crust" on the end of the University or Institute. Moreover, this process is relevant in our
country where as it is bitter joke, that successful passing of the EIT is the meaning of secondary education.
Indeed, the destruction of traditional forms of higher schools began to occur much earlier and more significantly than high school. The well-known
platform for distance education Moodle was released in 2002, the first massive open online courses (IMET) appeared in 2006, and with the
advent of Coursera in 2012, this process has taken giant strides and has caused serious debate in the academic environment in the West regarding
the change in the role and meaning of University as an institution, as ideas.
Here you can already see that the theme of rassharivaniya beyond some obscure homschoolers problems, and is an element of global social
processes. A departure from the obligatory presence of a "crust" must actually start (actually started a long time ago) with employers, which
however has long been aware of the advantages of competencies and skills over the mythical grades in the diploma, but only in recent years began
to say it explicitly.

